Be a Standout Spring 2020 TOOL KIT GUIDE
Cover the basics to engage, persuade, STAND OUT and sell. You’ll want to make sure you know about
the beautiful benefits of the new products so you can share them your customers.

STEP 1: LEARN IT!
Explore new products and helpful tips.
BE A
STANDOUT!
Go ahead, turn a few heads, spark a conversation, and
leave a lasting impression.
CASUAL TO DRAMATIC, DAY OR NIGHT
Get the look that goes on quickly with a pen-style precision tip – and
just won’t quit. It’s budgeproof, fearproof and ready for wherever life
takes you.

NEW! Mary Kay® Waterproof Liquid Eyeliner Pen in Intense Black, $16

LIGHT UP YOUR LIDS.
Glide on a surge of stellar color with an easy-to-use applicator for
brilliant, one-and-done eye looks!

NEW! Mary Kay® Liquid Eye Shadow, $14 each

CRUSH ON NEW SEMI-MATTE SHADES.
The lipstick you love in four new, oh- so-hot shades. Swipe on
confidence with a feel-good formula that provides intense, stay-true
color and delivers long-lasting wear without drying lips.

Mary Kay® Gel Semi-Matte Lipstick, $18 each

PETITE SIZE. JUST FOR EYES.
This little beauty holds up to four shades of Mary Kay Chromafusion®
Eye Shadow – just right for an eye look. Mix and match your personal
favorites, or choose a palette curated by the Mary Kay color experts.

NEW! Mary Kay Petite Palette™ (unfilled), $8

LIMITED-EDITION† BEAUTY UNEARTHED COLLECTION
This season’s limited-edition† color collection finds its inspiration at the
crossroads of old-world tradition and contemporary style. With each
delicate sweep and precise stroke, beauty from antiquity is rediscovered
and reinvented for the modern trendsetter.

NEW! Limited-Edition† Beauty Unearthed
Mary Kay Perfect Palette® (unfilled), $18
NEW! Limited-Edition† Mary Kay® Illuminating Bronzer in Copper
Glow and Gilded Glow, $18 each

light!

Product Spot
LINE IT UP!

THEY’RE BACK!

For a beautiful, long-lasting look, effortlessly
shape, line or fill in lips with soft, creamy
color. Choose from eight waterproof shades.
No skipping, tugging or budging!

Special-Edition† Mary Kay® Sun Care
Replenishing After-Sun Gel, $15

Special-Edition† Mary Kay® Sun Care
Subtle Tanning Lotion*, $18

After a day in the sun, enjoy this cooling,
refreshing, hydrating gel. Leaves skin
feeling soft and silky, never sticky.

Build up gorgeous color in about a week.
Glides on evenly and absorbs quickly.
No streaks!

Mary Kay® Lip Liner, $12
All prices are suggested retail.

†Available while supplies last

*Does not contain sunscreen and does not protect against the sun
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Get acquainted with the
exciting products on the
Quarter At-a-Glance flier.

Watch the Mary Kay®
Waterproof Liquid Eyeliner
Pen Beauty Extra video.

Watch the Mary Kay®
Liquid Eye Shadow Beauty
Extra video.

MARCH 2020

®

Be a Standout!

Help your customers step into spring’s spotlight with new color
products! Plus, Be the One in the You Can Do It! Challenge.

Watch the Mary Kay®
Lip Liner Beauty Extra
video.

Check out the March issue
of Applause® magazine for
education, motivation and
celebration.

BIG BOOK
OF
STANDOUT
COLOR

HOW TO PLAY, THEN SLAY

Mary Kay® Waterproof
Liquid Eyeliner Pen in
Intense Black, $16

CASUAL TO
DRAMATIC,
DAY TO NIGHT
• Goes on quickly.
• Gives you a smooth look
that won’t quit.
• Easy to apply. Easy to
remove with Mary Kay® OilFree Eye Makeup Remover.
• Waterproof, budgeproof
and fearproof.
• Stay-put formula.

BIG, BOLD AND EYECONIC!

Draw Perfectly Defined,
WATERPROOF LINES.

New! Mary Kay® Waterproof Liquid Eyeliner Pen

Get the look that goes on quickly with a pen-style precision tip – and just won’t
quit. It’s the NEW Mary Kay® Waterproof Liquid Eyeliner Pen – budgeproof, fearproof
and ready for wherever life takes you. (The fluid formula will dry down and stay put.)
Create looks you love! And then wear them with confidence, day to night.
Price is suggested retail.

Share the Big Book of
Standout Color with your
customers. It’s full of makeup
tips, trends and tutorials!

Learn about product benefits
with this quarter’s product
fliers on Mary Kay InTouch® >
Products > Product Central.

Be in the know with this quarter’s
product fact sheets on new spring
products.

Be a Standout Spring 2020 TOOL KIT GUIDE

STEP 2: SELL IT!

WHAT’S YOUR USP (UNIQUE SELLING PERSONALITY)? These resources can help
you strengthen your USP and selling power.
LIP LINER

101
WHAT DOES A LIP LINER DO?
• Extends the wear of lipstick.
• Keeps lipstick from feathering
outside the natural lip line.

• Balances uneven lip shape.
• Gives the illusion of fuller lips.
• Creates a defined Cupid’s bow.

Tip:

Use light, short strokes when
applying liner to keep lip line looking
natural and not leave a harsh line as
lipstick wears off.

HOW TO LINE YOUR NATURAL LIP LINE:
STEP 1: Start with a smile! This will stretch out your lips and help
create an even line. Define the Cupid’s bow with an “X.”
STEP 1:

STEP 2: Line the center of your bottom lip, right underneath the
Cupid’s bow.
STEP 3: Complete the top line by starting in the corner of your mouth
and follow the natural lip line until it meets the Cupid’s bow.
Repeat on the other side.

STEP 2:

STEP 4: Complete the bottom lip line starting in the corner of your
mouth and follow the natural lip line until it meets the center
line. Repeat on the other side.
STEP 5: Fill in lips with lip liner; this will help your lipstick last longer.

WHAT COLOR DO I PICK?

STEP 3:

Choose a lip liner shade that matches closest to the lipstick you’ll be
wearing. But what if there isn’t a good match? Not a problem! Choose
the shade that matches closest to your natural lip color. Our smooth,
creamy, waterproof formula comes in eight shades.

Coral

Light Nude

Rose

Medium Nude

Red

Deep Nude

Berry

Dark Chocolate

Tip: Use the built-in
STEP 4:

STEP 5:

shaper cap to keep
the tip of the product
perfectly trimmed.
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Share the Mary Kay® Waterproof
Liquid Eyeliner Pen video with
your customers to show them
how statement-making it is!

Complete the Color Confident
Program! What do you stand to
gain? More confidence to sell
Mary Kay® color products and
earn loyal customers, and more
potential sales!

Share the Mary Kay® Liquid
Eye Shadow promo video
with customers.

Watch the sampling videos in
the Video Lounge, and learn
business-building tips on ways
to share product!

Lip, Lip

Be a SAVVY SAMPLER!

Hooray!

What’s the best thing about product samples? They can turn into sales … and customers …
and even potential team members! Ask any top Independent Beauty Consultant and she’ll tell
you that samples are one of the best conversation starters that can strongly influence

THE

purchasing decisions. That’s why we’ll be offering more and more samples for you to
share as well as professional sample cards that tout all the great product benefits.

NEW SAMPLES
This quarter, we’re launching four new samples
of some of your favorite Mary Kay® products:
Mary Kay® Gel Semi-Matte Lipstick, TimeWise®
Moisture Renewing Gel Mask, Clear Proof® DeepShare the beauty!
Cleansing Charcoal Mask and TimeWise®
Age Minimize 3D® Day Cream Non-SPF. You’ll find
even more fabulous regular-line Mary Kay® product
2019 MARY
KAY INC. WN858510
IN U.S.A.
samples/ ©on
Section
2 of 2/19
thePRINTED
Consultant
order form.

Mary Kay® Gel Semi-Matte Lipstick, $18, .13 oz.
Mary Kay® Gel Semi-Shine Lipstick, $18, .13 oz.

LITTLE
BOOKof

Experience the genius of gel technology in two
fabulous finishes – semi-matte or semi-shine.

THE LIP-LOVING BENEFITS:

SAMPLING

16

• Gel lipstick delivers long-lasting
wear without drying lips.
• Cushiony, feel-good formula
delivers soft comfort.
• Highly pigmented shades
provide intense, stay-true color.
1

10 Minutes of

3 oz.

10 Minutes of Bliss!

Attach
Sample
Here

BENEFITS: purified and calm.
THE SKIN-LOVING
feels nourished,
less stressed,
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• Skin appears
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Unmask Your
Natural Beauty!

SAMPLE CARDS
You asked, and we delivered! These beautiful,
benefit-filled cards are perfect to attach
Mary Kay® samples to, along with your contact
information, then share with your customers
or potential customers. These professional,
colorful sample cards are available to order on
mkconnections.com.

Clear Proof

Triple-action

Contact me

g Charcoal

acts like a magnet

Mask, $24,

to deep-clean

4 oz.

THE BENEFITS ARE CLEAR!

ARE

Get 10 skin-renewing benefits* in 10 pampering minutes. This deeply
hydrating mask breathes life into tired, sluggish, stressed skin and
Prices are suggested retail.
locks in vital moisture to help your skin look fresher and more youthful.
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® Deep-Cleansin

charcoal mask

TimeWise® Moisture Renewing Gel Mask, $22, 3 oz.

Deborah Jones
Beauty Consultant
Independent
Phone 555-123-4567
borahjones
marykay.com/de

Unmask Your
Clear Proof ® Deep-Cleansing Charcoal Mask, $24, 4 oz.
Natural Beau
Triple-action
charcoal mask acts like a magnet to deep-clean pores.
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THE BENEFITS

Attach
Sample
Here

THE SKIN-LOVING BENEFITS:

• Can be used

two or three

retail.

times a week.

with your

HOW TO USE:
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Contact me

• Helps minimize the appearance of pores, fine lines and wrinkles.
• Features an aromatic scent of botanical extracts including chamomile,
rosewood and lavandin.
• Oil-free and fragrance-free.

HOW TO USE:

to order today!

• After applying a thick, even layer to a cleansed face (avoiding eye
and mouth areas), let it “rest” for 10 minutes. Mask will not dry.

Deborah Jones
Independent

Beauty Consultant
• Apply an even layer of the mask over
clean
skin. Wear it as a full
Phone
555-123-4567
marykay.com/de
mask, or apply it only to your T-zone
where skin
is commonly oilier.
borahjones
• Leave on the skin for 10 to 20 minutes at a time.
• Rinse thoroughly with warm water, and pat dry. Follow with your
skin care routine.
• Can be used two or three times a week.
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• Instantly hydrates while also locking in moisture.

Attach

• Formula is clinically shown to instantly absorb excess
Sample oil and
Here
reduce shine.
• Honeysuckle and navy bean extracts shown to target the
appearance of skin discoloration and help soothe skin.
• Extracts of rosemary and peppermint deliver a fresh scent to
awaken your senses.
HOW TO USE:
• Apply an even
mask, or apply layer of the mask over • This mask dries as it goes to work, gradually becoming lighter
clean skin. Wear
it only to your
• Leave on
T-zone wherethe
it as a full
you wear it.
the skin
skin is longer
commonly
• Rinse thoroughly for 10 to 20 minutes at
oilier.
a time.
skin care routine. with warm water, and • For all skin types.
pat dry. Follow

Price is suggested

Sample
Here

• Skin appears less stressed, feels nourished, purified and calm.

pores.

CLEAR!
• Formula is
clinically shown
reduce shine.
to instantly
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• Honeysuckle
oil and
appearance and navy bean extracts
of skin discoloration
shown to target
• Extracts of
the
and help soothe
rosemary and
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awaken your
peppermint
senses.
deliver a fresh
• This mask
scent to
dries
the longer you as it goes to work, gradually
wear it.
becoming lighter
• For all skin
types.
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Contact me today!

Bliss!

Gel Mask, $22,

Renewing
deeply
minutes. This
10 pampering
and
benefits* in
stressed skin
Get 10 skin-renewing
into tired, sluggish,
and more youthful.
breathes life
look fresher
hydrating mask
help your skin
moisture to
locks in vital

TimeWise® Moisture

Attach
Sample
Here

• Rinse off or remove with a warm, wet washcloth. For an
enhanced pampering experience, you also can apply it before
bedtime, and leave it on overnight.

Contact me to order today!

Contact me to order today!

• Use 2 or 3 times per week.

Price is suggested retail.
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Check the Sampling tab under
Spring Product Central to
learn how to turn sampling
into sales. Samples are a
great way to entice potential
customers.

*In an independent consumer study, women agreed that their skin appeared less stressed, felt nourished
and calmed, and that the mask helped reduce the appearance of pores, among many other visible results.
Price is suggested retail.
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Order sample cards from
mkconnections.com, and
attach your samples to the
cards for a shareworthy
customer experience.

Share the Lip Liner flier with
your customers to show them
everything they need to know
about lip lining.

Be a Standout Spring 2020 TOOL KIT GUIDE

STEP 2 (cont.)

TESTED PRODUCTS.
Proven Results.

Spring 2020

You have high standards. So does Mary Kay. The Company believes that you should
see proof that every skin care product works. That’s why Mary Kay’s research and
development team backs up each claim with rock-solid data.

Developing a formula is one part of our
process. We also have to prove that the skin
care product will deliver real results, and we
do that by validating claims through clinical
or consumer testing. If a claim doesn’t meet
our high standards, we won’t use it.
DR. MICHELLE HINES
Director, Global Upstream Research & Technology

CLINICAL TESTING:

CONSUMER TESTING:

PROVEN RESULTS THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

FEEDBACK FROM WOMEN JUST LIKE YOU

Cutting-edge instrumentation and renowned experts independently
verify Mary Kay’s product claims. These are just a few of the many
types of testing used:

Even with solid clinical data, you still may need to see the difference on
your own skin. That’s why our independent consumer studies include
women from all walks of life, from different climates and with different
skin types to confirm that our products work. Here’s how it’s done:

• 3D IMAGING: This technology shows you the skin improvement
you can expect.
• BIOINSTRUMENTATION: These high-tech instruments measure
changes in skin, such as firmness, elasticity and redness.
• EXPERT GRADERS: These highly trained, independent
individuals evaluate and measure visible changes in skin.

• Independent research firms ensure that women don’t know the
product is from Mary Kay.
• If many women are neutral about or disagree with a claim,
we won’t use it.
• Voluntary testimonials encourage people to freely share authentic
feedback about their product experiences.

CONTACT ME, YOUR MARY KAY INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT,
TO EXPERIENCE INNOVATIVE SKIN CARE AND MORE!

BE A STANDOUT!
NEW! WOW-INDUCING EYE WONDERS,
HOT LIP SHADES & MORE!
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Drop the Skin Care
Credentials flier in product
orders or hand it out at skin
care classes.

†Available while supplies last

Watch the Limited-Edition†
Mary Kay® Illuminating Bronzer
Beauty Extra video on
Mary Kay InTouch® to share
tips with your customers.

11/11/19 11:36 AM

Order the Spring 2020
edition of The Look, and
get your customers excited
about the color products.

Be a Standout Spring 2020 TOOL KIT GUIDE

STEP 3: GO FOR IT!
SHARE the standout products with your customers.

Spring 2020

JOB TYPE: IBC-CON-blank
Category: Product Promotion (Consumer)
Descriptor: Mary Kay® Waterproof Liquid Eyeliner Pen
Subject Line: Can’t stop, won’t stop!

BE A STANDOUT!
NEW! WOW-INDUCING EYE WONDERS,
HOT LIP SHADES & MORE!

Dear [[RecipientFirstName]],
[[Body]]

Send an MKeCard® or a
Beaute-vite®.
[[ConsultantFullName]]
[[ConsultantEmailAddress]]
[[ConsultantPhone]]

[[OptOutText]]
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Send The Look eCatalog to
your customers, and keep
them in the know about all
things beauty.

Get social. Use Digital
Assets to post on social
media.

/ © 2020 Mary Kay Inc.
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Spring 2020
Social Posts
Playbook

Download the Spring 2020
Social Media Playbook for clever
post ideas to share.

Use the Mary Kay® SkinSight™
App as a hook to book
30 faces in 30 days.
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